FORTY     THOUSAND     AGAINST     THE     ARCTIC
holiday in the Arctic, enjoying the invigorating air, while
making some extra money by attending the two hundred
inhabitants of the island. He did not overwork himself—
two hours' drilling each day after lunch was all he would
do. He showed up against the real polyarniki like a week-
end fisherman against the men of Arran. Whereas they
wore ordinary town clothes most of the lime, he would
not go out without at least some parts of his Arctic costume
—a ridiculous precaution as it was quite warm.
The girls in the room had dresses second to none that I
had seen in the dance-hall of the c Savoy' at Moscow. As
the night went on, with us dancing and chatting away our
time, I only noticed that from time to time Olga Pavlovna
slipped off her dancing shoes, changed into rubber boots,
and disappeared from the room for a quarter of an hour.
She did it at intervals of about fifty minutes, and in the end
I asked what it all meant.
'I have to go out to make my meteorological observa-
tions—temperature, moisture, wind strength and direc-
tion, clouds or fog, etc., and send off telegrams through
the wireless station. The airmen and ships on the Route
and the central weather bureau at Moscow need them.
By the way, every four hours our reports go abroad too.
They are even picked up at the Air Ministry in London,
the meteorological bureaus in Scandinavia, Canada and^
America. We sit in the weather shop of the world.'
Towards one in the morning a tall youth burst into the
room, swinging a telegram triumphantly in his right hand.
'We have won!'
They crowded round him, and I also looked over his
shoulder to read the message. It was :
'after your george two to brother five our king
movable only harry seven harry eight stop next
move bringing unesgapable mate stop upgiving stop
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It was the finale of a game played by wireless collectively
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